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Objective 

This PSoC 6 code example demonstrates a UART-to-memory buffer data transfer using DMA, with no CPU usage. DMA 
channels are used to implement data transfer both on received data and transmitted data of the UART. 

 

Overview 

This example demonstrates how a PSoC® 6 DMA channel transfers data received from the UART to a buffer in memory. When 
the buffer is filled, a second DMA channel drains the buffer to the UART, to be transmitted. 

Requirements 

Tool: PSoC Creator™ 4.2 

Programming Language: C (ARM® GCC) 

Associated Parts: All PSoC 6 parts 

Related Hardware: CY8CKIT-062 PSoC 6 BLE Pioneer Kit 

Design 

The design implements a DMA interface between a UART and a buffer in RAM. There are two DMA channels, as Figure 1 
shows. RxDMA handles the transfer of data from the UART’s Rx FIFO to the buffer. TxDMA handles the transfer of data back 
from the buffer to the UART TxFIFO. The buffer size is 10 bytes.  

The UART is configured to trigger the RxDMA channel when there is at least one byte of data present in the UART’s RxFIFO. 
The RxDMA moves one byte of data from the UART to the buffer each time it is triggered. RxDMA’s transfer descriptor is 
configured to transfer 10 bytes, which is the size of the buffer. After transferring 10 bytes, RxDMA generates an interrupt 
(RxDMA_Cmplt), which enables the TxDMA channel. 

The TxDMA channel's transfer descriptor is configured to transfer 10 bytes from the buffer to the UART’s TxFIFO. Each byte 
transfer of the TxDMA is triggered by the UART’s TxFIFO status. The UART triggers TxDMA when there is at least one byte of 
space available in the TxFIFO. This mechanism ensures that TxDMA transfer to the UART does not result in overflow of TxFIFO.. 

Figure 1. PSoC Creator Project Schematic 
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Operation 

1. Program the project on to CY8CKIT-062. Rx and Tx lines of PSoC 6 are already connected to Tx and RX lines of the 
PSoC 5LP on the board. PSoC 5LP implements a UART-to-USB bridge, which enumerates as a COM port on the PC.  

2. Set up a terminal program to transmit/receive the UART data. You also need to find and connect to the COM port that 
is enumerated. The UART settings for the terminal are as follows  

▪ Baud Rate: 115,200 bps 

▪ Data bits: 8 bits 

▪ Stop bits: 1 bit 

▪ Parity: None 

▪ Flow control: None 

3. Once the terminal program is started, a welcome text is printed as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Terminal Output 

User input

Echoed from PSoC 6

 

4. Now, you can enter bytes through the terminal input, which will be received by the PSoC 6 UART and stored in the 
buffer. When the number of characters sent is equal to 10, PSoC 6 echoes back all the 10 characters. 

Components 

Table 1 lists the PSoC Creator Components used in this example, as well as the hardware resources used by each. 

Table 1. List of Components 

Component Hardware Resources 

RxDMA 1 DMA channel 

TxDMA 1 DMA channel 

UART SCB 

 

Parameter Settings 

 

RxDMA Configuration 

RxDMA transfers data from the UART to buffer. The basic configuration for the RxDMA Component is shown in Figure 3. 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Figure 3. RxDMA Basic Configuration 
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1. The trigger input to the DMA is enabled so that a trigger signal triggers the DMA channel. For the RxDMA channel, the 
trigger signal is routed from the UART's rx_dma output.  

2. The DMA channel is configured to a simple UART register-to-buffer transfer; only one descriptor is needed. The number 
of descriptors is set to 1. 

The RxDMA descriptor is configured in the Descriptors tab, as Figure 4 shows. 

 

http://www.cypress.com/
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Figure 4. RxDMA Descriptor Configuration 
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The descriptor configuration determines the characteristics of the DMA transfer.  

1. RxDMA implements an interrupt on completion of the descriptor. Therefore, the Interrupt is set as “Trigger on descriptor 
completion”. Once the descriptor is complete, the next receive event on the UART should continue the DMA transfers 
to the buffer. This is achieved by setting the chain to descriptor as “Descriptor_1” which makes the DMA execute the 
same descriptor in a loop. In addition, the Channel state on completion is set to “Enable” so that the descriptor is 
running in a loop with no interruption.  

2. The input trigger options set how the descriptor responds to the trigger inputs. In this code example, the trigger input 
type is set to one transfer per trigger because a single byte transfer from the UART to the buffer is needed on every 
trigger generated by the UART.  

3. The data is transferred from a UART hardware register to a memory location. The data being transferred is a byte wide. 
Therefore, the data size is set to “Byte”. Access to the UART register is 32-bit, while the memory access can be 8-, 
16- or 32-bit. This is why source and destination transfer widths is set to “Word to byte”.  

4. The X loop transfer setting sets up the x loop for the descriptor. The DMA can set up two nested loops of transfer; x 
loop is the inner loop of transfer. Refer to the DMA Component datasheet for details. This descriptor transfers 10 bytes 
from the UART to buffer. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is set as 10. Because the data source 
is a UART register, source increment every cycle by 0. Because the destination is a buffer array, destination 
increment every cycle by 1. Thus, the data from the UART register is moved to sequential locations in the buffer.  

5. The Y loop is not used in this code example. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is set as 1. Both source 
and destination increments are set to 0.  

http://www.cypress.com/
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6. In the code section, the DMA requires some initialization code. Figure 5 shows the flow chart for the DMA initialization 
code for RxDMA channel. 

Figure 5. Flowchart for DMA Initialization Code 

In Descriptor configuration structure set:

 Source address = UART’s FIFO read register

Destination address = Buffer in Memory

Initialize the Descriptor

Set channel configuration structure to point to the 

descriptor and initialize the DMA channel

Set channel configuration structure to point to the 

descriptor and initialize the DMA channel

Enable DMA Channel interrupt Mask

Enable the DMA channel and corresponding DMA 

block
 

TxDMA Configuration 

TxDMA transfers data from the buffer to UART. The basic configuration for the TxDMA Component is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. TxDMA Basic Configuration 
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1. The trigger input to the DMA is enabled so that a trigger signal could be used to trigger the DMA channel. In case of 
the TxDMA, the trigger signal is routed from the UART’s tx_dma trigger line.   

2. The DMA is implementing a simple buffer to UART register transfer, which can be achieved by using a single descriptor. 
The number of descriptors is set to 1. 

The Descriptor of the TxDMA is configured in the Descriptor configuration tab shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. TxDMA Descriptor Configuration 
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The descriptor configuration determines the characteristics of the DMA transfer.  

1. The descriptor settings set up the name for the descriptor as "Descriptor_1". On completion of the descriptor, TxDMA 
should go to a disabled state with no active descriptor. This is achieved by setting chain to descriptor as “None”. Also, 
the Channel state on completion is set to “Disable” so that the descriptor is disabled at the end of the transfer. The 
TxDMA will be re-enabled in the RxDMA_Cmplt interrupt. 

2. The input trigger options set how the descriptor has to behave to the trigger inputs. In this code example, the trigger 
input type is set to one transfer per trigger because a single byte transfer is needed from the Buffer to UART on every 
trigger generated by the UART.  

3. The data is transferred from a memory location to the UART hardware register. The data being transferred is a byte 
wide. Therefore, the data size is set to “Byte”. Access to hardware registers like the UART register is 32-bit while the 
memory access can be 8-, 16-, or 32-bit. This is why source and destination transfer widths is set to “Byte to Word”.  

4. The X loop transfer setting sets up the x loop for the descriptor. The DMA can set up two nested loops of transfer; x 
loop is the inner loop of transfer. Refer to the DMA Component datasheet for details. This descriptor transfers 10 bytes 
from the buffer to UART. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is set as 10. Because the data source 
is the buffer array, source increment every cycle by 1. Because the destination is a UART register, destination 
increment every cycle by 0. Thus, the data from the buffer array is moved sequentially to the UART.  

5. The Y loop is not used in this code example. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is set as 1. Both source 
and destination increments are set to 0.  

6. Similar to RxDMA, there is some amount of code needed to initialize TxDMA. The initialization code for TxDMA is very 
similar to the one for RxDMA, shown in Figure 5. The initialization code first configures the descriptor to source as the 
buffer and the destination as the UART’s TX_FIFO_WR register. After this, the initialization code simply initializes the 
descriptor and the channel. For TxDMA, there is no Interrupt enabled because a DMA channel interrupt is not used 
from TxDMA.  
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UART Configuration 

The basic UART configuration is shown in Figure 8. The basic UART configurations are all left as default.  

Figure 8. UART Basic Configuration 

 

The UART is set to have a standard Tx/Rx mode. The baud rate is set at 115,200 with oversample of 12. Data width is 8 bits 
with no parity and one stop bit.  

Advanced configuration settings for the UART are shown in Figure 9.  

http://www.cypress.com/
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Figure 9. UART Advanced Configuration 
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1. RX Output is enabled. This will provide a DMA trigger line based on the RxFIFO level. This trigger is used to trigger RxDMA. 

2. TX Output is enabled. This will provide a DMA trigger line based on the TxFIFO level. This trigger is used to trigger TxDMA. 

3. RX FIFO Level is set to 0. This setting means that an RX DMA trigger is generated when the Rx FIFO level is above 0.  

4. TX FIFO Level is set to 127. This setting means that a TX DMA trigger is generated when the Tx FIFO level is below 127. 
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Related Documents 

Table 2 lists the relevant application notes, code examples, Component datasheets, and device and DVK documentation. 

Table 2. Related Documents 

Application Notes 

AN210781: Getting Started with PSoC 6 MCU 
with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Connectivity 

This application note introduces the PSoC 6 BLE device 

Code Examples 

CE218553- PSoC 6 MCU- PWM triggering a 
DMA channel 

This code example is a simple case of a PWM triggering a DMA channel.  

PSoC Creator Component Datasheets 

UART UART (SCB_UART_PDL) 

DMA DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA_PDL) 

Device Documentation 

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE Architecture 
Technical Reference Manual (TRM) 

PSoC 6 MCU with BLE Architecture Technical Reference Manual 

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE Register 
Technical Reference Manual 

PSoC 6 MCU with BLE Register Technical Reference Manual 

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE Datasheet PSoC 63 with BLE Datasheet 

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 62 Datasheet PSoC 62 Datasheet 

Development Kit (DVK) Documentation 

CY8CKIT-062-BLE: PSoC 6 BLE Pioneer Kit 
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